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Filtration Group application example – Factory Equipment
Filtration of hydraulic oil

Initial situation

Solution statement

Customer value

Challenge
Lubropoint serves many customers operating in the manufacturing sector, especially for sheet 

metal working. One of these, Zagni Aldo S.R.L. in Modena (Italy), has been carrying out cold 

molding and construction of molds and small metal parts for 50 years, in particular for household 

appliances, automotive and military.

The customer requested hydraulic oil HLP ISO 46 filtration of two hydraulic presses, Gigant GTP 

400 and Galdabini 150 ton, to prevent serious and costly failures due to the particles present in the 

fluid.

◼ Lubropoint has designed and built a filter cart, in collaboration with Filtration Group, for the 

filtration of processing oil and hydraulic oil.

◼ The cart has been configured with two FG PI 1975 filters, with elements capable of removing 

suspended particles larger than 5 µm, for a total of 2 kg/filter element.

◼ To protect the pump, a magnetic rod filter can be optionally installed, whose particular field is 

able to intercept and trap ferromagnetic particles with high efficiency.

◼ FG PI 1975 is a filter of simple construction but with high accumulation efficiency thanks to the 

innovative filter elements

◼ The high storage capacity allows long life periods of the elements

◼ Quick and easy maintenance of filters and pump

◼ Flexible use of the cart, allowing parallel use of the filters or alternatively

◼ Configurable cart, it is possible to install magnetic filters or PIW 1975 coalescing membrane 

separators

The mechanical forming processes starting from a two-dimensional semi-

finished product (sheet metal) cover a large slice of the Italian 

manufacturing industry market. Hydraulic presses use Pascal's principle 

to develop the force required for blanking, punching, bending or drawing 

operations.

The removal by filtration of the small particles generated by the wear of 

the components in relative motion allows to reduce the probability of 

failure by 80%.

Technical data

◼ Filter: 2 x FG PI 1975

◼ Filter fineness: 5 μm

◼ Viscosity: up to ISO 100 at 40 °C

◼ Flow rate: depends on viscosity
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